PRESS RELEASE March 19, 2009
MILLIONAIRE INVESTOR CONTINUES TO MAKE
PROFITS DESPITE DOWNTURN

A stock market professional who created a pioneering new way of investing using ISA’s is helping many hundreds of
people to make gains on the stock market despite a turbulent nine weeks.
Millionaire author and professional investor Stephen Sutherland is encouraging people to take control of their own
future and their pension pot through his proven investment method that is delivering long-term annual returns of 1520% or even more.
Sutherland, 41, says:
“Over 75% of the market is controlled by the big institutional investors and so the best strategy is to identify their
movements and mirror them. With ISA Trend Investing you trade investment funds (not stocks) using an ISA, a SIPP
or both, to achieve tax-free, index beating returns. And like the professional investors, you simply profit in up markets
and protect in down markets.”
Sutherland is a renowned stock market investor and first hit the headlines in 2003 when he made a gain of £107,543
and used the profits to buy his dad his dream car, a Bentley Continental.
Sutherland recently launched his much awaited second book Liquid Millionaire (£21.97 AuthorHouse) in which he
shares with the reader how he turned $31,409 into $1.28 million in just 38 months.
And now on Sutherland’s blog (www.stephensutherland.com), visitors can read his secrets on how the stock market
really works – and how people can personally profit from that knowledge.
“In the last six days, the market has rallied hard and there has been a big move to the upside. Prior to that, the market
had been down for nine weeks. Despite the FTSE falling, we have actually seen rises in share value, demonstrating
that there is underlying strength in the market if you know where to look for it”, confides Sutherland.
Stephen Sutherland is the UK’s leading authority on ISA Trend Investing. Through his company, ISACO, clients get to
shadow invest him, therefore, making the same returns as him. Stephen’s clients include the original pioneer of health
clubs in the UK, a leading authority in cosmetic, implant and restorative dentistry, a professional rugby player, a hedge
fund manager and two serial property investors, who at the last count owned 150 properties between them.
For more information or to schedule an interview with Stephen to discuss either his book, his stock market boom
prediction or his ground-breaking method of investment, please call 0870 757 8554 or contact Amy Larman on 1603
283 463, email: press@isaco.co.uk
Liquid Millionaire (Hardcover RRP £21.97) will be available from Amazon.co.uk and ISACO.co.uk from March 6th.
Review copies are available to the media on request.
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